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Abstract— Collaborative payload carrying by multi-rotor
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is presented in this paper. We
propose a unique control strategy for a pair of UAVs operating
with a beam-type payload that is independent of precise
localization techniques or unconventional sensor equipment,
allowing the system to be operable outside of the laboratory
environments. The designed control system comes out with
the dynamics of the coupled system, which corresponds to a
bicopter aerial vehicle. Such a configuration allows for the use
of estimation and control methods typical for a conventional
multi-rotor aerial vehicle. The proposed master-slave control
system consists of a feedback controller and an MPC reference
tracker on the side of the master agent. The slave agent serves
as an actuator under command of the master. In addition to
the control, a system for payload detection and localization is
presented. We fuse the data from RGB and depth cameras to
provide sufficient conditions during payload grasping. A state
machine was designed to synchronize the master-slave collab-
orative operations, including payload grasping or response to
failure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles can be applied to various

applications, such as search and rescue operations [1], area

securing, mapping of inaccessible areas [2], or inspection

of industrial buildings, such as warehouses [3], chimneys,

or power line poles [4]. This last application regarding

the maintenance of electrical distribution infrastructure aims

not only to inspect the poles, but to accommodate a wide

range of other challenging objectives. These may consist of

the documentation of inaccessible areas, cooperation with a

worker, or even physical interaction with a worker or power

tower. By using gestures from the worker to communicate,

cooperation and interaction could be realized in order to

aid in building maintenance, such as to provide lighting

from required angles or provide tools to the worker. On

the other hand, the direct interaction of UAV with power

line poles creates additional applications and challenges. In

such tasks, UAVs can directly participate in power line tower

maintenance or construction, like installation of hanging rope

or small parts in high altitude.

In this paper, we propose connecting the field of physical

UAV-structure interaction with another challenging field of

UAV research – aerial collaborative transportation [5]. This

allows for solving applications where a single UAV of

conventional size is unable to carry large objects due to

its limited maximum thrust. However, collaborative payload
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carrying and placement poses requirements on precise local-

ization and synchronization of cooperating UAVs. Achieving

these requirements is challenging, particularly outside of

laboratory conditions where off-board data processing or the

use of motion capture localization techniques is impractical

and GNSS precision insufficient. This is one of many reasons

why the problem of collaborative manipulation in construc-

tion tasks has not been fully solved by the community. The

solution proposed in this paper uses a novel control strategy

for the coupled system. Using realistic simulations, the

proposed system is shown to successfully eliminate problems

of collaborative transportation and placement without the

need for additional UAV equipment such as force sensors

and external infrastructure like motion capture systems. The

motivation beyond this paper arises from AERIAL-CORE

project1 [6], where autonomous localization and transporta-

tion of a power tower beam using a pair of UAVs was

identified as an essential functionality in the support of

construction and maintenance works.

Fig. 1: A pair of UAVs carrying a beam to an electrical power

tower in the Gazebo simulator.

One of the essential aspects of the task addressed is the

detection and localization of the payload. To achieve the

reliability that is crucial in industrial operation with a human

presence, the object to be manipulated and its intended

location for placement can be denoted by artificial marks.

This facilitates perception that must be done onboard in real-

time with limited computational resources to allow visual

servoing.

The most crucial task of aerial collaborative transport

is the control of the coupled system, which is challeng-

ing due to the high demands for precise localization and

synchronization of the UAVs. Furthermore, a high risk of

system failure is present (e.g., a malfunction of a grip-

ping mechanism). To achieve the reliability required, the

position and grasping error must be measurable in order

1https://aerial-core.eu/



to detect system failure. We propose to handle the failure

response with two finite state machines. The first handles

the main states of autonomous collaborative flight, including

payload selection and controller switching. The second state

machine assures synchronized grasping and detachment of

the payload. As has been reported by members of the

AERIAL-CORE consortium that are power transmission line

providers, RTK-GPS systems have proved to be impractical

for real deployment. Thus, the proposed system is designed

to use standard GPS precision. To satisfy the assumption

for standard GPS precision, a flexible gripping mechanism

with limited degree of freedom was designed. Using this

device, both UAVs have restricted freedom of movement in

such a way that the resulting coupled system has dynamics

corresponding to a bicopter with tilting propellers. This

allows us to divide the coupled system into the master and

slave units. The master UAV is used for trajectory tracking

and control action computation. The slave serves as an

actuator under the master’s control commands.

A. Related work

UAVs can be deployed in various scenarios in the field

of construction [7], including visual inspections of building

structures or the monitoring of its surroundings. However, the

autonomous physical interaction of UAVs with construction

in non-laboratory environments remains a challenging task.

Inspired by Challenge 2 of the MBZIRC 2020 competition2,

the authors of [8] proposed a system for building a brick

wall. The system relied on an RGB-D brick localization

and grasping system, together with a planning algorithm for

brick placement position. Although only single UAV tasks

were solved in [8], a similar perception pipeline is employed

in this paper as described in section III. An approach for

building cubic structures from simple nodes by a team of

UAVs is proposed in [9], where a motion tracking system

was used. Also in [10], the authors introduced a system for

collision-free planning for a team of UAVs constructing a

structure. Another planning approach was proposed for the

construction of a structure using multiple UAVs equipped

with a robotic arm [11]. The authors solved all the sub-

problems required for fully-autonomous operation, includ-

ing payload and placement position detection, control, and

motion planning. A system to build a tower is introduced in

[12]. Group of four UAVs was localized using motion capture

system to grasp and place foam bricks to build a tower

structure in a indoor environment. Our solution was designed

to be independent on motion capture systems and payload

position known in advance. We propose reliable onboard

detection and localization of a payload in combination with

a visual servoing method for payload grasping.

Autonomous operations of UAVs in areas of electrical

power transmission lines are limited predominantly by in-

spection. Authors of [13] and [14] describe a novel vision-

based environmental perception allowing for simultaneous

tower localizing and UAV position estimating. Another paper

2https://www.mbzirc.com/challenge/2020

motivated by power tower inspection is [15]. The authors are

focused on the processing of data from color and thermal

infrared cameras to inspect the devices and components

in power line corridors. In [16], a vision-based nonlinear

formation control was proposed to find an optimal way

for UAVs to cooperate with a human worker during tower

maintenance. Their solution was validated by several nu-

merical simulations. Papers listed above do not deal with

a physical interaction between UAVs and power line towers.

We propose a complex system for participation of UAVs in

a power tower maintenance.

In this case, papers addressing collaborative payload carry-

ing are more relevant to the proposed work. Two UAVs with a

robotic arm are used in [17] to cooperatively manipulate with

a stick-shaped object. A multi-layer motion controller is used

to control the position of vehicles localized with a motion

capture system. The controller takes velocity commands from

the planner to regulate internal forces between payload and

UAVs. The control is decentralized and each UAV follows

its own control reference. A similar approach was used in

[18], where the desired trajectory for each UAV is generated

by the RRT* planning algorithm. Papers [19], [20], [21]

deal with robot collaborative configuration, where UAVs are

attached to the payload via towed cables. The proposed

strategy provides a feasible trajectory for each carrier UAV.

All papers mentioned use motion capture systems and their

methods can not be deployed with less accurate GNSS. A

completely different approach is proposed by the authors of

[22], where a swarm of UAVs emulates a human hand. Each

multi-copter represents a single finger, using force sensing

and feedback in the control loop.

In comparison to these methods, the proposed approach

uses a novel master-slave control architecture that is designed

for the system deployment in environments with GNSS

accuracy. The novel control architecture controls the coupled

system as one mechanism, without the need of computing

trajectories for all carrier UAVs. Furthermore, we extended

the payload detection technique from [8] for use in a beam-

type payload carrying tasks. This includes synchronized

payload grasping using a visual servoing method. Lastly,

the proposed approach demonstrates the possibility for the

deployment of UAVs beyond just inspection of power trans-

mission towers.

B. Problem statement

The problem statement arises from the need for aerial

transportation of beam-type payloads to locations on top of

power transmission towers, where the payload is then aligned

and attached with the help of a worker. It is advantageous

to carry sizable objects with more than one UAV to spread

weight of the payload. It results in the use of smaller

and safer UAVs that is critical for their deployment in

the industry. Moreover, a cooperative system for payload

manipulation can deal with the torques by grasping the beam

near its ends. In this paper, the term coupled system will refer

to a pair of unmanned helicopters attached to the payload,

as depicted in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Side view of the longitudinal movement of the

coupled system. Master and slave UAVs are able to tilt

around universal joint of the gripper (blue dot).

Our aim is to solve the problem of control of a pair

of UAVs for attachment of object equipped with artificial

markers, translation of the payload to the placement spot

and placement of the payload. UAV platform requirements

for the tackled problem are: GNSS module, rangefinder for

height estimation, onboard computer, and downlooking color

and depth camera. The UAVs are also assumed to be capable

of communicating with each other. We suppose that the map

of the environment is known, including known GPS position

of the placement spot. The position of the payload before

grasping can be either estimated from camera detection or

determined by a worker.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We present systems from which the proposed approach

comes out. Namely, it is the UAV control system and the

artificial markers detection system.

A. UAV control system

The proposed approach designed for controlling the cou-

pled system relies on the open-source control system of

the UAV platform developed within our group. A more

detailed description of the system architecture can be found

in [23]. The Model Predictive Control reference tracker and

the SE(3) reference controller are the base for the proposed

control approach.

1) Reference tracking: The original MPC tracker [23]

provides a feedforward control command and a reference

to a feedback controller. The required input to the tracker

is in the form of position and heading reference or sampled

reference trajectory. The states of the differentially-flat trans-

lation dynamics (position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk)

and heading with the heading velocity are the output of

the MPC tracker and serve as a reference for the feedback

controller. The output values are the sampled states of a

virtual UAV model controlled by a linear MPC in real-time.

2) Feedback control: The coupled system controller (sec-

tion V) is based on the SE(3) state feedback controller

[24] that follows the control pipeline in [23]. The control

reference of the feedback controller is:

χ =
[

x, ẋ, ẍ, ˙̈x, y, ẏ, ÿ, ˙̈y, z, ż, z̈, ˙̈z, ψ, ψ̇
]⊺

. (1)

where x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates in 3D space and ψ

is the heading. The chosen controller is well-suited for both,

agile maneuvers and precise control. The desired force acting

on the UAV is defined in the state feedback as:

fd =

position

feedback

︷ ︸︸ ︷

−mekp ◦ ep+

velocity

feedback

︷ ︸︸ ︷

−mekv ◦ ev +

reference

feedforward

︷ ︸︸ ︷

mer̈d +

+megê3
︸ ︷︷ ︸

gravity

compensation

+ −dw ◦

[
1
1
0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

world disturbance

compensation

+ −db ◦

[
1
1
0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

body disturbance

compensation

,
(2)

where ep = r − rd, ev = ṙ − ṙd are position and velocity

control errors, r̈d is the desired acceleration, kp,kv are po-

sition and velocity feedback gains, me is the estimated UAV

mass, g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration,

and dw,db are world and body disturbance force terms,

respectively. Geometric force tracking is used to convert the

desired force and desired heading vector into the desired

orientation matrix Rd. Lastly, desired angular rate ωd and

desired thrust Td are computed from the desired orientation

matrix and desired force. These quantities then serve as an

input for the lowest control level - Attitude rate controller.

B. Artificial markers detection

The method of artificial markers detection introduced

below arises from the previous research within our group

[8]. Our method of wall building from polystyrene brick

succeeded in the second challenge in the MBZIRC 2020

competition2.

1) RGB camera detection: The mvBlueFOX color camera

with an extra wide lens (185° horizontal FOV) acts as

an RGB camera sensor. The original image (Figure 3a) is

color-segmented and processed by morphological closing

operation. The position of the marker, which is based on

known UAV attitude and marker height, is calculated as a

center of white segment transformed into the global world

coordinate frame.

(a) An original RGB image. (b) Fused detections.

Fig. 3: RGB-D image processing. The result shows fusion

of detections from the color camera (a solid line) and from

depth camera (a dashed line).

2) Depth camera detection, data fusion and visual ser-

voing technique: Intel RealSenese D435 sensor is used as

a depth camera sensor. The altitude is computed for each

pixel from the reduced original image. Altitude thresholding

is done for the marker’s base detection. Detections from the

depth camera are fused with detections received from the

color camera using a weighted average operation. Further,



the position of the UAV is computed in the coordinate system

of the detected marker for the purposes of a visual servoing

technique used during grasping the payload to secure a robust

and precise approach to the marker.

III. PAYLOAD DETECTION AND GRASPING

The method of payload detection and localization, as well

as the final approach to the payload arises from the marker

detection introduced in section II-B. The payload used in the

proposed work is indicated with two artificial markers with

the following parameters:

• The base of the marker is a colored cuboid

• A steel plate is attached to the top of the cuboid base.

• The steel plate is painted white for the purposes of color

segmentation.

The markers are situated in places, where a connection be-

tween the UAVs and payload is desirable. It is recommended

to put markers on the edges of the payload, so that the

geometric center of all markers is situated directly below

the center of gravity of the coupled system. Stability and

sufficient maneuverability are ensured with such a config-

uration. The markers detection and localization is divided

into two parts, area scanning, and payload grasping. The

main task during area scanning is the estimation of the

payload position, where a color camera is primarily being

used. The same approach is also used in the final approach

while payload grasping is in progress. Moreover, a sensor

fusion with a depth camera is used while grasping to improve

the robustness of the detection and visual servoing systems.

The proposed method can be also used in a partially

autonomous mode, where approximate coordinate positions

of the payloads are provided by a worker. In such case, the

area scanning is omitted.

IV. KINEMATICS OF THE COUPLED SYSTEM

Let us define the coordinate systems required for the

description of the proposed method in Figure 4. W denotes

the world coordinate system. W has a fixed position and

orientation in the world. Additionally, R stands for a rotating

coordinate system. R is rotated from W around Wz axis

by angle ψc. Body frame C is the frame R translated to

the geometric center of the coupled system. The last two

coordinate systems, Bm and Bs, are indicatives of the body

frames of the master and slave UAV, respectively. The state

variables of the coupled system in the coordinate system W

are defined as:

rc = [xc, yc, zc]
⊺

the position of a coupled system

center of mass in the world frame,

ṙc, r̈c ∈ R
3 the velocity and acceleration of the

coupled system,

ψc, ψ̇c, ψ̈c the heading and its derivatives of

the coupled system in the world

frame.

Master
UAV

Slave
UAV

Fig. 4: World frame W, rotating frame R, body frame of

the coupled system C, and body frames of master and slave

UAVs, Bm, Bs, respectively.

Regarding the robot configuration of the coupled system,

individual states are estimated as:

[ xc

yc ] = [ xm

ym ]− r
[
cosψm

sinψm

]

, (3)

zc =
1

2
(zm + zs)− cb, (4)

ψc = ψm, (5)

where lower indices m and s indicate states of the master

and slave UAV, r is the perpendicular distance between the

UAVs and axis Cz, and cb is the parameter linearly dependent

on the mass value of the grasped payload. Estimation of the

coupled system’s states is independent of states of the slave

agent estimated from GPS data.

V. COUPLED SYSTEM CONTROL

We propose a coupled system control architecture (Figure

5), where UAVs are not controlled separately, in terms of

computing constrained trajectory for each carrier UAV. The

control approach proposed in this paper controls the coupled

system as a single mechanism. The input to the control

system (block Mission & navigation in Figure 5) includes

desired position and heading of the coupled system. The

control system then computes the tilt and thrust for each

multi-copter to follow the reference from the MPC tracker.

The master UAV serves as a computational unit for both, the

master and slave UAV.

A. Master carrier UAV control

The MPC tracker introduced in II-A.1 is used as a refer-

ence tracker for the coupled system. The transformation from

master UAV states into the coupled system states defined in

equations (3-5) is computed every control step to track the

geometrical center of the coupled system. The heading of

the coupled system is equal to the heading of the master

UAV, as it is aligned with the payload during grasping.

The MPC tracker was configured to match the dynamical

properties of the coupled system. Specifically, constraints on

the heading rate are set to ψ̇max = 0.2 rad s−1 as carrier

UAVs are performing circular motion while the heading

reference is being tracked. The MPC tracker generates a

control reference for the coupled system feedback controller.
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Fig. 5: A diagram of the proposed system architecture, based on [23]: Mission & navigation software supplies the position

and heading reference (rd, ψd) to the MPC reference tracker. Reference tracker creates a smooth and feasible reference

χ for the coupled system reference feedback controller. The feedback controller produces the desired thrust and angular

velocities (Td, ωd) for the master’s attitude rate controller and the desired orientation and vertical velocity (Rd, żd) for the

slave’s control sub-system.

The control reference consists of the position and heading of

the coupled system and their first and second derivative:

χc =
[

xc, ẋc, ẍc, yc, ẏc, ÿc, zc, żc, z̈c, ψc, ψ̇c, ψ̈c

]⊺

. (6)

The coupled system state feedback controller is an essen-

tial part of the proposed control system. The novel controller

is based on SE(3) state feedback controller [24] described in

the section II-A.2. The computed desired force acting on the

UAVs is:

fd =

position

feedback

︷ ︸︸ ︷

−mekp ◦ ep+

velocity

feedback

︷ ︸︸ ︷

−mekv ◦ ev +

reference

feedforward

︷ ︸︸ ︷

mer̈D +

+megê3
︸ ︷︷ ︸

gravity

compensation

.
(7)

In contrast with equation (2), control errors and desired

acceleration are defined as:

ep = rc − rd + r [γd − γc] , (8)

ev = ṙc − ṙd + r
[

ψ̇dγd − ψ̇cγc

]

, (9)

r̈D = r̈d + rψ̈dγd, (10)

where ψ̇, ψ̈ is heading velocity and heading acceleration

of the coupled system, and r is the perpendicular distance

between UAVs and vertical axis Cz of the coupled system

(turning radius). Expressions γd,γc are control error correc-

tions for tracking carrier UAVs states on a circle given by

the turning radius. The following expressions hold:

γi =

[
cos(ψi+ξ)
sin(ψi+ξ)

0

]

, (11)

where ξ defines the position angle of the master and slave

UAV concerning the geometrical center of the coupled sys-

tem:

ξ =

{

0 if UAV = master

π if UAV = slave.

B. Slave carrier UAV control

The reference tracker of the slave UAV is independent

of its states since it is not desirable to control the position

of the slave in feedback. Slave position in the feedback with

the localization proposed would lead to destabilization of the

coupled system caused by a gradual increase in control error.

This leads to implement a dummy tracker in our approach.

Dummy tracker takes precomputed control actions from the

master UAV and puts them directly to the input of the slave’s

feedback controller. Slave height estimation is sent back to

the master in Dummy tracker to preserve the update rate of

trackers and controllers.

For slave UAV, we use SE(3) feedback controller from

II-A.2 in a configuration, where desired orientation Rd

and desired vertical velocity żd are inputs of the feedback

controller. Desired angular rate ωd and desired thrust Td are

then computed and given to the Attitude rate flight controller

as mentioned in II-A.2. The described configuration allows

for the use of precomputed control actions, shared by the

master without any adjustment.

The slave’s control actions as computed by the master

UAV are sufficient for control of the coupled system in the

horizontal plane (xc, yc transition, ψc rotation). However,

with the given control action in the vertical axis, the position

state zc does not converge to a reference value. The reason

behind this phenomenon comes from an uneven mass distri-

bution in the coupled system and external force disturbances.

From the control point of view at this level of the control

architecture, the system lacks pitch tracking and control. It is

necessary to fuse the slave’s vertical velocity command with

estimated height feedback to compensate for undesirable

pitch angles. The control law for the slave’s desired vertical

velocity with pitch angle compensation is:

żs = kv żd + kp(zm − zs), (12)

where kv is the feedforward velocity gain and kp is the

feedback position gain.



VI. HIGH LEVEL PLANNING

Collaborative payload carrying places several demands

on a robust and reliable planning system. The planning

system must be able handle particular steps to perform UAV

cooperation with an emphasis on the safety of surrounding

people, as well as UAVs. Moreover, synchronized operation

of both UAVs is an essential requirement. We present a high-

level planning system to perform reliable autonomous aerial

collaborative payload transport in the form of two finite state

machines. The UAVs monitor states of their co-worker UAV

to produce robust and instantaneous action to commands or

failure.
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Payload  
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Requested 
to pair

Command

Idling
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done
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Positions 

saved 
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Payload
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Master UAV Slave UAV

Task 
aborted

Object 
detached
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machine

Fig. 6: Collaborative finite state machine. Blue areas indicate

tasks fulfilled separately by the master or slave. Synchronized

states lie in the green area. States, where UAVs are controlled

as the coupled system, lies in the purple area.

A. Collaborative finite state machine

The collaborative finite state machine (denoted in Figure

6) is executed on the top of our planning algorithms. It se-

cures primary decision-making and communication between

the master and slave UAVs. The master UAV secures a global

payload overview. It estimates positions and orientations

of payload in the global frame during area searching. The

slave UAV is requested by the master UAV to co-work on

collaborative tasks. Both UAVs will collaborate when the

slave acknowledges the request. Once the master and slave

are paired together, UAVs start to monitor the states of its

co-worker. Their actions include grasping and detaching,

controller switching, and transporting the payload with their

synchronization as a result of planning. After detachment of

the payload, both UAVs are unpaired while controllers are

switched to a single UAV controllers [23]. The same process

occurs when a failure is detected and collaborative transport

is aborted.

B. Grasping finite state machine

The grasping finite state machine (Figure 7) is enclosed

in the purple area of the Collaborative finite state machine

(Figure 6). Primarily, it secures grasping and detaching of the

payload. Both actions, together with take-off, comprise the

most challenging operation to be performed throughout the

collaborative payload carrying. That is the reason for mutual

state checks. In the Idling state, UAVs are requested to switch

their control architecture to the coupled system control. The

correct synchronization in the introduced planning algorithm

is based on mutual monitoring of grasping states by both,

the master and slave.
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Detach
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No UAV 2
ready to
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UAV 1 grasping state machine

Fig. 7: Grasping finite state machine. Purple rhombuses in-

dicate synchronization between UAVs. The synchronization

is achieved by mutual monitoring of states. The same state

machine is valid for both, the master and slave UAV.

Two different types of UAVs aligning in each finite state

machine are expressed. The main difference is summarized

as follows:

• Aligning with payload in the Collaborative finite state

machine provides the primary approach to the payload.
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Fig. 8: The simulated response to a step position reference in longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes respectively. The last

row compares the response to a step heading reference. The graphs show the position and the velocity of the system.

Alignment is based on the estimated position of the

payload in the global reference frame. This aligns UAVs

above the payload, where the visual contact with the

payload’s markers is achieved.

• The alignment from Grasping finite state machine is

based on the visual servoing method. Alignment is

fulfilled by direct observation of the payload by an

RBG-D camera. The grasping alignment is relative to

markers and more accurate than the primary approach,

where GPS is used for position estimation.

VII. SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS

Numerous simulated experiments in different environ-

ments with different setup were performed to demonstrate

reliable payload grasping, as well as reference tracking of

the coupled system. Simulations were performed in ROS3

and realistic Gazebo simulator4. Most of the important sub-

systems of the proposed approach have been already tested

(object detection, visual servoing, grasping mechanism) us-

ing platform in real-world experiments and testing of the

complex system is planned once the current situation allows

it. Considering results from [23], we infer that the dynamics

system will behave almost identically in simulation, as well

as in the real world. This section shows responses of the

coupled system on step position reference and trajectory

tracking. At the end of this section, we present a motivational

experiment, showing the possible use of the proposed system

in the industry.

A. Experimental setup

The simulated UAV platform (Figure 9a) uses GNSS

module, rangefinder for height estimation and down-looking

3https://www.ros.org/
4http://gazebosim.org/

color and depth cameras. Simulations were performed with

the modeled payload with the following parameters:

• The payload is 2.0m long, 0.1m wide and 0.1m tall

with the weigh of several kilograms.

• Artificial markers are connected to the edges of the

payload.

• Markers are red with a cubic shape (0.3×0.2×0.2m).

A white plate on the top of the marker.

(a) The simulation platform. (b) Gripper prototype.

Fig. 9: The simulation UAV platform with the gripper model.

Right Figure shows the prototype of the designed gripping

mechanism, including universal joint on the top of the

gripper, electromagnets, Hall effect sensors, and dampeners.

To be able to control UAV pair in the master-slave con-

figuration, we have designed a novel gripping mechanism

(Figure 9b). The gripper is rigidly attached to the both UAV

platforms. A rigid attachment with payload is achieved by

a set of electromagnets. The gripper has a universal joint

under the center of gravity of the UAV. Configuration of this

type restricts the movement of the aerial vehicle. Only 2

degrees of freedom remains for the UAV in the coordinate

system of the payload. The design allows to tilt the aerial



vehicle around the two rotational axes of the universal joint.

Apart from the features described above, the gripper has the

following specification:

• Four electromagnets with holding force up to 20 kg are

used in cross configuration to secure a strong and evenly

distributed down-force.

• Each electromagnet has an integrated Hall effect sensor

that serves as the feedback of proper payload attach-

ment. This feedback is the basis for the failure detection

in high-level planning algorithms.

• The gripper is equipped with dampeners to suppress

oscillations of the payload on the lateral axis.

B. Tracking of a step position reference

Responses of the coupled system on various step refer-

ences are presented in Figure 8. The step reference was

supplied to the reference tracker, providing a control ref-

erence to the feedback controller. Responses are provided

for all four reference position variables since the coupled

system has not a symmetrical dynamics as a conventional

multi-rotor UAV. The first two graphs in Figure 8 show

the position and the velocity of the coupled system under a

step references in the longitudinal direction. The same step

reference was supplied to the reference tracker in the lateral

direction. Results are shown in the second pair of graphs.

Both, the longitudinal and lateral states have the same state

constraints ẋmax = ẏmax = 1.0m s−1, and ẍmax = ÿmax =
0.25m s−2. The third row of graphs in Figure 8 shows the

position and the velocity of the system under a step reference

in vertical axis. State constraints were żmax = 0.5m s−1,

and z̈max = 1.0m s−2. The remaining comparison in the

bottom of Figure 8 presents behavior of the coupled system

under a step reference in heading dynamics (state constraints:

ψ̇max = 0.2 rad s−1, and ψ̈max = 0.4 rad s−2). All results

were recorded under a common step references.

C. Trajectory tracking in a corridor environment

Trajectory tracking in an indoor corridor environment

(Figure 10a) is a challenging task for aerial vehicles due

to limiting surrounding space. Moreover, it represents a

challenge for the coupled system. Introducing an experiment

of this kind is essential to show the behavior of the coupled

system in terms of maneuverability and precise trajectory

tracking in confident spaces. Figure 10b shows the trajectory

tracking in a 2D plane. Constraints of the state variables were

the same as during the step responses experiment.

D. Transport and grasping of power tower beam

The last simulated experiment is motivated by the power

transmission tower maintenance application. The goal of

the UAVs is to detect a beam-type payload, grasp it and

transfer it to the desired destination using the proposed

control approach. The desired destination is located on the

top of the power tower, where the beam is then attached

with the assistance of a worker. This provides experimental

verification of the proposed approach in the full complexity.

(a) Corridor environment in the Gazebo simulator. A video
from the simulation is found at: http://mrs.felk.

cvut.cz/icuas-2021-beam
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(b) The 2D reference tracking in a corridor environment.

Fig. 10: Simulated experiment with the payload transporta-

tion in a corridor environment.

The beam is marked with two red markers, ensuring un-

ambiguous detection of the beam by the RGB camera. In

addition, the markers are situated near the edges of the beam

to determine attachment areas for the proposed gripping

mechanism. The concept of artificial markers is supported

by the end-user of this technology to increase reliability

and safeness. After the area searching phase, both UAVs

approaches the payload. Considering the presented finite

state machines, the beam is grasped and UAVs are switched

to the proposed control system. The payload is transported

to the final destination under the desired trajectory provided

to the reference tracker. At the end of the trajectory, after

precise approaching the required position, the payload is

detached based on commands of human co-workers [6] for

the concept of aerial-coworkers in AERIAL-CORE project.

Another experiment in 11 tested the tracking of the trajec-

tory simultaneously in all three transition axis at the same

time with the desired heading tracking. State constraints

remained the same as in the previous case. In terms of time

constants and position errors, the behavior of the coupled

system during beam transportation shows similar results.



VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an autonomous system for a collaborative

payload carrying by a pair of micro aerial vehicles was

introduced in a power transmission tower inspection applica-

tion. We propose a novel coupled system control including

MPC-base trajectory tracking and planning. To show perfor-

mance of the proposed methodology in intended scenario,

we present an integrated system for synchronized payload

grasping using visual servoing technique, payload detection

and localization. The proposed approach was verified in

various numerical simulations in ROS and realistic Gazebo

environment. The simulation verified the ability of the system

to work in a complex scenario including beam detection,

grasp, and transport to the desired destination on the top of

the power tower.

(a) Area searching. (b) Payload grasping.

(c) Control initialization. (d) Beam transportation.

(e) Final approach. (f) Beam placement

Fig. 11: Simulated experiment with power tower’s beam

transportation to the top of the tower.
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